MONEYPAY
Retailer-centred multibanking solution
AMoneyPAY is Argentea's Retailer-centred solution,
ideal for having full control on the administration
of all electronic incomes. AMoneyPAY integrates
flawlessly with the main cash-register and POS
terminals softwares, allowing management and
independent monitoring of the income of all
retail stores, to then redirect them simply to the
designated banking institutions.
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AMONEYPAY WILL:
Allow you to choose which bank to send your
proceeds to, in complete autonomy, according to your
needs.Take advantage of the commissions' earning
potential.
Check real time transactions and statistics on
incoming flows, via web.
Interact directly with operators of international
payment circuits (Visa, Mastercard, ecc) allowing
negotations agreements.
Work in complete security and continuity, thanks to
Argentea's certified hosted backup Datacenter.
Establish innovative service payments for your
customers, with a tailor-made system based on your
needs.alle vostre esigenze.
Rely on our guaranteed customer service, available 7
days a week.

ARGENTEA IS CERTIFIED

UNI EN ISO 9001:2009 (società DNV).
Coban 405010 Microcircuito - Protocollo CB2

HOW AMONEYPAY WORKS
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1.POS terminals receive the amount from the cashregister.
2. The card is then insterted into the POS.
3. The POS terminal queries the server for which bank to
execute payment on.
4. The AMoney server, based on the user's settings,
selects the appropriate bank to execute the transaction
and forwards the termId to the POS in use.
5. The POS then activates the received termId and sends
the payment request to the selected bank.
6. The bank then sends the payment outcome notification
back to the POS.
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AMONEYPAY
SECURITY
The payment phase bypasses mediation of any softwareside applications, avoiding risks of blockage.
Possibility to activate a backup procedure on Argentea's
secondary datacenter, also certified and geographically
distant from the main.

www.argentea.it

Argentea offers first-level Help desk service.
Argentea offers highly specialized technical support to
handle complex baking and cross-banking problems.
Any payment-related issues, even directly linked to the
bank or specific national authorization centres, is taken
care of directly by Argentea.
Argentea offers application and architecture avalaiblity
services.
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